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A College of General Practitioners
It is heartening to see that good seems about to

arise from the depths to which general practice
has been pushed in recent years. The reaction is
likely to lead to the founding of a College of
General Practitioners-a most salutary develop-
ment for British medicine, but one whose late
appearance may well puzzle future medical
historians.
Nobody can reasonably contend that general

practice is being taught adequately in the present
undergraduate curriculum, although there have
been some laudable recent efforts in a few medical
schools to correct this lack. Most of the special
skill and much of the necessary learning for
general practice has still to be got in an arduous
apprenticeship that is far too full of the pain and
waste of the trial and error method.
A principal task of the new college must be the

collection and clarification of this knowledge and
the arrangement for its adequate teaching both
before and after graduation. A moment's thought
can show in what spheres some of this know-
ledge lies. A general practitioner must have a

good working knowledge of social psychology
(a branch which many specialists seem to feel
they may ignore-presumably by virtue of their
technical knowledge in other fields!) How often
do the public and even his professional brethren
forget how great is the general practitioner's
influence on manpower in industry?- Yet the
bulk of certification of fitness for work rests in his

hands, and he holds very great opportunities of
minimizing the blight of post-traumatic neurosis
which is costing us so many millions of pounds
annually. He must also have some grip of other
aspects of social medicine, notably those centred
round housing problems and also matters such as
infection in the home.
Then there are emergencies of every kind.

The general practitioner sees far more of these
than anyone else in the profession and the initial
steps in their care are very often in his hands.
Much may depend on his skill in sorting such
emergencies out.

It is not intended that the new college will
concern itself with matters of medical politics,
but it is inevitable that by raising the status of
general practice it will lend more vWeight to what
members of that branch have to say in medical
councils. But it seems abundantly clear that
the status of the new college will be far stronger
and better if it is an independent body, not
emasculated by being an offshoot of existing
colleges.

It is devoutly to be hoped that general practi-
tioners throughout the country will seize this
opportunity to give form to the esteem in which
their branch of the profession must be held if
medicine in Britain is to survive what is its worst
threat today. We cannot have sound British
medicine except with a basis of general practice
of real quality.
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